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Please Remember 
This five-part powerful message sits on every desktop of every 

computer at Markham Stouffville and Uxbridge Cottage Hospital. As 

Ontario makes important announcements about easing restrictions, we 

would like to relay this same message to you, our community: 

 

You are important. 
We are grateful to belong to a community, province and country that 

values each human life. The next steps we take as a community must 

reflect how important we are to one another. Let’s continue to be 

cautious as we balance protecting lives and supporting livelihoods with 

our everyday decisions. 

 

You make us proud. 
We are so proud of our local health care team who continue to show 

bravery and resilience in challenging days. We acknowledge the 

amazing work of our local retirement homes and long term care 

facilities in keeping their patrons safe. We are grateful that our outbreak at Uxbridge Hospital is over. We 

are proud of our town’s essential workers who have kept our community running. We are so appreciative of 

our community whose efforts have resulted in a very flat curve and saved lives.  

 

You are not alone. 
COVID has impacted us all deeply, and its effects will be felt for years to come. Please know you are not 

alone—we are all suffering in different ways whether we show it or not. If you need emotional or 

psychological support, please reach out and get help. Your family doctor is available virtually or you can dial 

211 for mental health resources.  

 

This will end. 
Yes, this too shall pass and a new normal will emerge in the post-pandemic world. A lot of things will never 

go back to the way they once were, and maybe that isn’t a bad thing. We must help one another find the good 

from this pandemic and foster the creativity and innovation required to move wisely to the next phase of this 

pandemic.  

 

Take care of yourself. We need you. 
First surges of COVID continue to challenge places around the world, and second surges are now being seen 

as countries open up. To take care of yourself and those around you, please listen to the direction from 

public health and other officials.  

 

It can seem like a lot of information to sift through, so to help you with this gradual re-opening, we offer you 

some simple advice on keeping you, your family,  your workplace and our community safe. The following 

five pillars, borrowed from Atul Gawande’s Regimen for Re-entry, can guide us:  

https://www.newyorker.com/science/medical-dispatch/amid-the-coronavirus-crisis-a-regimen-for-reentry
https://www.newyorker.com/science/medical-dispatch/amid-the-coronavirus-crisis-a-regimen-for-reentry


5 Pillars to Guide our Re-entry 
  

Our proposal here can be thought of as a blueprint for a safe re-entry: not just for yourself, but for the entire 

community. While each pillar will not eliminate the risk of COVID19, together they can reduce transmission 

and provide the strength and support that our community and health care system will need to cope with 

future surges.  

 

To be effective, it is vital that every single person participates to the best of their ability so that we have very 

few cracks for COVID to seep into.  

 

Hygiene 
This isn’t anything new. Wash your hands. Wash them well. Wash them a lot. In particular, wash them 

before and after all outings and before eating. Don’t touch your face. Wash high use surfaces frequently. 

 

Distancing 
Micro-droplets that are emitted when breathing, talking, coughing and sneezing remain the main route of 

spread. This is why physical distancing is still in place and we encourage you to continue to limit your 

interactions with others. Staying 2 meters (6’) apart gets you out of the spray zone for most encounters. If 

you need to sneeze or cough, please turn your face/nose into the elbow and away from others as the splatter 

zone is much wider than 2 meters. It is essential to realize the limitations of distancing—prolonged contact 

in a shared space poses a risk even if you stay 2 meters apart. While the vast majority of viral particles will 

not travel beyond 2 meters, those few that go further will add up to a more appreciable load if you are 

spending more than 2 hours together. For example two employees working in opposite corners of the same 

room may think it is ok to remove their masks since they are far apart but over several hours of time 

together in an enclosed space there will be enough build up of the virus that transmission is possible. On the 

flip side seeing a neighbour at the mailbox and having a 10 min chat at the curbside while keeping 2 meters 

apart is safe.  

 

Screening and Testing 
Workplaces should all institute screening questions for employees to answer before coming to work. Take 

these questions seriously and when in doubt, err on the side of caution and stay home. Now is not the time 

to worry about your unblemished absentee record. Anyone with symptoms of concern should be tested for 

COVID at an assessment centre. If you are positive, it allows for appropriate isolation and notification of 

your close contacts. If negative, you can get back to work sooner. Win-win. 

 

Masks 
A simple mask will protect others from your airway droplets. If everyone—even those of us who are feeling 

well—adopts a mask when in shared spaces, there is significantly less chance for the spread of disease. Of 

note (as of this publication), this does not appear to be important in outdoor spaces such as trails, walking, 

running, and cycling where contact with others is brief. If there is an outdoor event like a BBQ or birthday 

party where you are likely to be around each other for a more extended period of time (which here we would 

define as 15mins because it is likely you will not always be 2m apart) then a mask should be worn by 

everyone (even kids).  If in doubt, just wear your mask.  

 



Culture 
Wearing a mask feels strange, especially in public. Staying home for what feels like allergies or minor sniffles 

doesn’t sit well for those of us who take pride in being a hard-working, dedicated employee. Asking a friend 

or stranger to step away a few feet feels so un-Canadian (even if we say sorry first). But without a change in 

culture, behaviours won’t follow. So get out of your comfort zone a little, and bit by bit it will feel easier. Find 

a fun mask or make you own. Figure out safe ways to re-connect with others outdoors. Help your workplace 

establish strategies to keep employees and any customers safe.  

 

Your safety and personal freedom are important. Our 

sincere hope as we enter the next month of this 

pandemic is that each of us continues to embrace 

something just as important—the desire to keep 

others safe. It has always been about the community. 

 

Carlye & Jennifer 

Dr. Carlye Jensen is the Chief of Uxbridge Cottage Hospital 

Dr. Jennifer Wilson is the President of Uxbridge Health Centre 

 

 

 

 


